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Pentago Patroonpuzzel. Een aantal patronen om mee te starten...
Pentago Pattern Puzzle. A few patterns to start with...

Pentago Mönster-memo. Några mönster att börja med...
Joitakin kuvioita, joilla pääset alkuun….



Pentago Multiplayer

Number of players: 2-4
Age: 8 and up

Place a gem, turn a block, five pieces in a row wins the game. Simple as that! Naturally, there 
might be some details that need to be explored further, so here are the rules in more detail. 

The game begins on an empty game board. A move in Pentago Multiplayer entails a player 
placing a gem (a playing piece) on the board and rotating one of the nine game blocks. The 
gem may be placed on any empty space on the game board, and the player may rotate any 
game block, regardless of where the gem was placed. The blocks are rotated one notch (90 
degrees) clockwise or counter-clockwise. The player must rotate a game block during his/her 
turn.

The first to get five gems of his or her own colour in a row wins! The row may go straight or 
diagonal, over two or more game blocks, anywhere on the board. If a player gets five gems in 
a row after having placed a gem, he/she does not need to rotate a game block.

All against all
In this variety, two, three or four players all compete against each other. Players each choose 
a colour of gems. Decide who goes first, turns go clockwise. The first player makes their move, 
i.e. places a gem and rotates a game block. Then the next player continues by making their 
move and so on until one player gets five of their gems in a row and wins the game.

When a player has won the game, the remaining players may choose to continue playing 
 without the winner, in order to determine second, third and fourth place. The winning player’s 
gems are left on the board. 

If more than one player should get five in a row after a player has executed their move, these 
players share the placement. If all the gems have been placed and there is still more than one 
player who hasn’t gotten five in a row, all the remaining players share the placement.

Team play
This variety is for two teams of two. Each team chooses a colour of gems. Players of the same 
team sit across from each other so that one player from each team plays every other move. The 
game is played as explained above, but the players may not communicate their game plans 
or wishes to their teammate. The first team to get five of their gems in a row, wins the game.

If both teams get five in a row after a player has executed a move, the game is a tie. If all the 
gems are placed without anyone getting five in a row, the game is unresolved. 

TIP! Team play is great for families or players of diOerent age groups, where the two teams can 
each consist of one adult and one child, or one older and one younger player, to even out the 
teams.

TIP! Please agree before the game whether it is allowed to change the place of a gem or the 
rotated block after a move. You may also decide whether it is allowed to talk at all during a 
team play.



Pentago Patterns Puzzle

Numbers of players: 2 and up
Age: 4 and up

This is a mixture of a memory game and a puzzle combined with the famous Pentago twist. 
It is a great way of getting into the Pentago way of thinking before playing the actual game. 

Use the gems to make a pattern of your choice on the board, or use one of our examples in 
this rulebook. Player one turns away or covers their eyes so they won’t see the board. The next 
player clockwise removes one gem and turns one block 90 degrees. Player one then tries to 
mend the pattern by replacing the gem and turning one tray 90 degrees, in that order. The 
turns go clockwise so that all players get to break and mend the pattern. Any player that does 
not manage to mend the pattern is out of the game. 

After a full round is played the level of diPculty rises. Now do the same as before but remove 
two gems and make two 90 degree turns of game blocks. The same game block can be turned 
more than one time. When mending the pattern, first place one gem and then turn one game 
block before placing the next gem. A placed gem cannot be removed. 

Every following round, remove one more gem and turn one more block. The last remaining 
player wins! If all remaining players fail a round, the same diPculty level is replayed until 
 someone succeeds. 

TIP! Playing this game with simple patterns is great for kids, and really diPcult patterns 
can be a great challenge for anyone. Generally, the diPculty of a pattern depends on how 
 symmetrical in form and colour it is, how abstract it is and over how many game blocks it is 
laid out. When making your own patterns, it is good to have some logic to them so that it does 
not get too diPcult to remember. 

TIP! Use a clock or a timer if players tend to take too long to solve the puzzles. You can also use 
a timer to challenge each other in who solves a memory puzzle the fastest.

TIP! When a pattern is played too many rounds there might not be much left of the pattern 
after removing the gems. Generally, a puzzle can be played three to four full rounds without 
any problems, but it depends on the puzzle. If a puzzle is played too many rounds, just move 
on to a new, more diPcult pattern and start from the beginning again.


